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WELCOME TO
PURE LIGHTING,
WE ARE EXPERTS IN LIGHTING

The idea of creating Pure lighting was born 
in our Lighting Design Studio in Chascomus, 
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
We are proud of our almost 20 years in the 
lighting industry.
We are very happy to share some of our 
most popular lighting products with you!
Our world is defined by Contemporary 
Lighting; therefore, we pride ourselves on 
bringing you the highest quality, incredibly 
reliable products in the most popular 
designs at truly reasonable prices.
We’re obsessed with modern lighting 
design, so our team is always on top of 
the industry’s hottest design trends and 
features. Our luminaires are designed to 
be subtle statement pieces with timeless 
designs, robust materials and cutting-
edge technology. We want you to enjoy 
our luminaires for many years!
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In addition to designing and delivering 
high-quality lighting fixtures, we are 
committed to top-notch customer service. 
Our Florida-based customer service team 
combined with our network of experienced 
representatives are here for you.
With a large stock of products and from 
various strategic distribution points, we 
supply the entire American territory.
We’re committed to long-term relationships, 
so we’ll work together as a team to ensure 
your Pure experience is seamless every 
time.
Thanks for considering.
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The Paris integrated LED pendant light features an infinity symbol silhouette 
suspended design highlighting a combination of elegance and minimalism 
with soft lines in a modern iconic shape. Constructed of a robust aluminum 
frame with a premium and elegant acrylic diffuser, the suspended infinity 
silhouette emits omnidirectional illumination diffused towards your space. This 
pendant light fixture is dimmable and have two optional color temperature 
by integrated switch (3000k warm light and 4000k neutral light), hang height 
adjustable and clear powered cables for an ultra-clean look. Available in two 
finishes: brushed gold aluminum and matte black. Designed in Argentina, 
this 31.5” pendant light fixture is a perfect complement to your modern, 
contemporary, or minimalist home decor.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Pendant
Style: Contemporary/modern
Lumens: 6000lm
Measurement: Ø 31,5” / height 9,1”/ 
Wire-Cord Length 118”, Canopy Ø 8,7”
Color temp: 2 CCT by switch 3000/4000 Kelvin
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, 80 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Aluminum body with acrylic diffuser 
Driver: Concealed within the canopy
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

5612-884-BG-TR-CCT

5612-884-BK-TR-CCT

Pa
ri

s

PARIS

brushed gold

matte black

5612-884-BG-TR-CCT 

5612-884-BK-TR-CCT

31,5”

118”
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The Berlin integrated LED pendant light features a modern circular or “ring” 
shaped design with a center void shining light directly downward. Constructed 
of a robust aluminum frame with a premium acrylic diffuser, the suspended 
circular profile emits a bright  luminance downward and Its dimmable CCT 
LED light gives you the possibility to choose the color temperature from 
3000k (warm white) and 4000k (Neutral white). This pendant light fixture 
is dimmable, hang height adjustable and available in 3 sizes 24”/31.5”/40”, 
finished in matte white. The canopy is finished to match the fixture. This 
pendant light fixture is a perfect complement to residential or commercial 
modern decor.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Pendant
Style: Contemporary/modern
Lumens: 3850-4600-5500lm
Measurement: Ø 24“-31,5“-40“ / body height 0.34” / 
frame width 0.28”/ Wire-Cord Length: 118” / Canopy Ø 9”
Color temp: 2 CCT by switch 3000/4000 Kelvin
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, 50-60-72 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Aluminum profile with PC diffuser 
Driver: Concealed within the canopy
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

5342-850ROP-WH-TR-CCT

5342-860ROP-WH-TR-CCT

5342-872ROP-WH-TR-CCT

Be
rl

in

BERLIN
matte white matte white matte white
5342-850ROP-WH-TR-CCT 5342-860ROP-WH-TR-CCT 5342-872ROP-WH-TR-CCT
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The Tokio Circular LED pendant light features a unique 
circular c-shaped design with both uplight and downlight 
options. Constructed of a robust aluminum frame with 
premium silicone diffusers, the suspended circular profile 
emits a soft luminance downward towards your table 
and up towards your ceiling. This pendant light fixture 
is dimmable, hang height adjustable and available in 
multiple finishes: matte white, matte black, brushed gold, 
silver and brushed coffee finishes. The canopy features 
a matte white finish. Designed in Argentina, this pendant 
light fixture is a perfect compliment to your modern or 
contemporary decor.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Pendant
Lumens: 2400lm light down and 2200 light up
Measurement: Ø 24”/ body height 2”/ Wire-Cord length: 118”
Color temp: 3000k
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, down light 30 Watts/ up light: 30 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Aluminum body, diffuser with silicone
Driver: Concealed within the canopy
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

matte white - matte white base

matte black - matte white base

brushed gold - matte white base

silver - matte white base

brushed coffee - matte white base

5373-860RP-WH-3

5373-860RP-WH-3

5373D-830/30RP-SLV-3000-TR

5373-860RP-BK-3

5373-860RP-BK-3

5373-860RP-BG-3

5373D-830/30RP-SLV-3000-TR

5373-860RP-BG-3

5373-860RP-BRG-3

5373-860RP-BRG-3

24”

2”

118”

To
ki

o

TOKIO
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The Tokio flush mount LED ceiling light features a unique 
circular c-shaped design. Constructed of a robust 
aluminum frame with a premium silicone diffuser, the flush 
mount circular profile emits a soft luminance downward 
towards your table. This fixture is dimmable and available 
in multiple finishes: matte black, brushed gold and silver. 
Designed in Argentina, this flush mount light fixture is a 
perfect compliment to your modern or contemporary 
decor.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Flush mount
Style: Contemporary/modern
Lumens: 2800lm
Measurement: Ø 24” / height 2”
Color temp: 3000k
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, 40 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Aluminum body, metal and diffuser with silicone  
Driver: Concealed within the fixture
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

5373-840RC-BG-3 

5373-840RC-BK-3 

5373RC-840RC-SLV-3000-TR

To
ki

o

TOKIO

brushed gold

matte black

silver

5373-840RC-BG-3 

5373-840RC-BK-3 

5373RC-840RC-SLV-3000-TR
24”

2”
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ALASKA

The Alaska flush mount ceiling light features a 
contemporary circular design with perfectly diffused 
light shining indirectly downward. Constructed of a 
robust aluminum frame with a premium acrylic diffuser, 
this integrated LED ceiling mount light is a universal fit 
throughout your home and office. The Alaska series is 
available in a fixed 3000K (warm white) light or a CCT 
selectable configuration in which you can select from 
multiple color temperatures (3000K/4000K/6400K) and 
a variety of stunning finishes: matte white, silver, matte 
black, and brushed gold. Designed in Argentina, this 
flush mount ceiling light fixture is a perfect compliment 
to your modern or contemporary decor.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Flush mount
Style: Contemporary/modern
Lumens: Up to 2400-3000-4800lm
Measurement: Ø 15”-19”-30” / height 2,36”
Color temp: 3000k / CCT 3000-4000k
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, 30-38-60 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Aluminum body with acrylic diffuser
Driver: Concealed within the fixture
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

matte white matte white

matte white
matte black matte black

brushed gold 

silver

brushed gold 

5367-830RC-WH-TR CCT 3000-4000K 5367-838RC-WH-TR CCT 3000-4000K
5367-860RC-WH-TR 
CCT 3000-4000K

5367-830RC-BK-TR CCT 3000-4000K 5367-838RC-BK-TR CCT 3000-4000K

5367-830RC-WH-3 3000K 5367-838RC-WH-3 3000K 5367-860RC-WH-3 
3000K

5367-830RC-BK-3 3000K 5367-838RC-BK-3 3000K

5367-830RC-BG-3 3000K

5367-830RC-SLV-TR CCT 3000-4000K

5367-830RC-WH-TR CCT 3000-4000K

5367-830RC-BK-TR CCT 3000-4000K

5367-838RC-WH-TR CCT 3000-4000K

5367-838RC-BK-TR CCT 3000-4000K

5367-860RC-WH-TR CCT 3000-4000K

5367-838RC-SLV-TR CCT 3000-4000K

5367-838RC-BG-3 3000K 

5367-830RC-BG-3 3000K

5367-830RC-SLV-TR CCT 3000-4000K

5367-838RC-BG-3 3000K

5367-830RC-BK-3 3000K 

5367-838RC-BK-3 3000K 

5367-830RC-WH-3 3000K

5367-838RC-WH-3 3000K

5367-860RC-WH-3 3000K

15”

2,36”

19”

2,36”

30”

2,36”
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ALASKA
The Alaska integrated LED pendant light features a 
modern circular or “ring” shaped design with a center 
void shining light indirectly downward. Constructed of a 
robust aluminum frame with a premium acrylic diffuser, 
the suspended circular profile emits a soft luminance 
downward. This pendant light fixture is dimmable, hang 
height adjustable and available in two finishes: brushed 
gold and brushed brown coffee. The canopy is finished 
to match the fixture. Designed in Argentina, this pendant 
light fixture is a perfect compliment to your modern or 
contemporary decor.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Pendant 
Style: Contemporary/modern
Lumens: 3800lm
Measurement: Ø 23” / height 2,36”/ Wire-Cord length: 118” Canopy Ø 9”
Color temp: 3000k
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, 48 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Aluminum body with acrylic diffuser
Driver: Concealed within the canopy
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

brushed gold

brushed brown coffee

5367-848ROP-BG-3

5367-848ROP-BBC-3

5367-848ROP-BG-3 

5367-848ROP-BBC-3 

23”

2,36”

118”
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The Alaska integrated LED pendant light features a 
modern circular or “ring” shaped design with a center 
void shining light indirectly downward. Constructed of a 
robust aluminum frame with a premium acrylic diffuser, 
the suspended circular profile emits a soft luminance 
downward. This pendant light fixture is dimmable, 
hang height adjustable and available in matte black. 
The canopy is finished to match the fixture. Designed 
in Argentina, this pendant light fixture is a perfect 
compliment to your modern or contemporary decor.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Pendant
Style: Contemporary/modern
Lumens: 3800-4800lm
Measurement: Ø 23”-31” / height 2,36”/ Wire-Cord length: 118” Canopy Ø 5”
Color temp: 3000k
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, 48-60 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Aluminum body with acrylic diffuser 
Driver: Concealed within the canopy
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

matte black
5367-848RPP-BK-3

matte black
5367-860RPP-BK-3

5367-848RPP-BK-3

5367-860RPP-BK-3

23” 31”

2,36” 2,36”

118” 118”

A
la

sk
a 

ALASKA
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FLORIDA
The Florida flush mount ceiling light features a one-
of-a-kind rounded triangular design highlighting a 
minimalist design with soft lines in a classic geometric 
shape. Perfectly diffused warm white (3000K) and 
Neutral White (4000k) by CCT Switch light shines 
through the premium acrylic diffuser towards the center 
in the fixture, again highlighting the unique shape while 
indirectly lighting your space below. Constructed of 
a robust aluminum frame, this integrated LED ceiling 
mount is offered in a matte white, brushed gold or silver 
finish. Designed in Argentina, this unique flush mount 
ceiling light fixture is a perfect compliment to your 
modern, contemporary, or minimalist home decor.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Flush mount
Style: Contemporary/modern
Lumens: Up to 3800lm
Measurement: Ø 26” / height 2,36”
Color temp: CCT 3000-4000k
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, 48 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Aluminum body with acrylic diffuser
Driver: Concealed within the fixture
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

matte white

brushed aluminum

brushed gold

5355-848RC-WH-CCT

5355-848RC-SLV-CCT

5355-848RC-BG-CCT

5355-848RC-WH-CCT  

5355-848RC-SLV-CCT

5355-848RC-BG-CCT

26”

2,36”
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The Florida integrated LED pendant light features a one-
of-a-kind suspended triangular design highlighting a 
minimalist design with soft lines in a classic geometric 
shape. Constructed of a robust aluminum frame with a 
premium acrylic diffuser, the suspended triangle profile 
emits a soft luminance downward towards your space. 
This pendant light fixture is dimmable, hang height 
adjustable and available in multiple finishes: brushed 
aluminum (silver) and matte white. Designed in Argentina, 
this 25” pendant light fixture is a perfect compliment to 
your modern, contemporary, or minimalist home decor.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Pendant
Style: Contemporary/modern
Lumens: 3800-4800lm
Measurement: Ø 25”-33” / height 2,36”/ Wire-Cord length: 118” Canopy Ø 5”
Color temp: 3000k
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, 48-60 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Aluminum body with acrylic diffuser 
Driver: Concealed within the canopy
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

5355-848RPP-SLV-3

5355-848RPP-WH-3

5355-860RPP-WH-3

Fl
or

id
a

FLORIDA

brushed aluminum

matte white

5355-848RPP-SLV-3

5355-848RPP-WH-3

matte white
5355-860RPP-WH-3

25”

2,36”

118”

33”

2,36”

118”
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BARCELONA
The Barcelona flush mount series consists of sleek 
round integrated LED ceiling lights available in 18 
inch and 24 inch sizes. Finished with a matte black 
or matte white exterior and a painted natural wood 
interior, these ceiling lights are a perfect fit for your 
modern, contemporary, or rustic decor. Constructed of 
high quality steel and a premium acrylic diffuser, the 
Barcelona flush mount series is easy to install and sure 
to last.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Flush mount
Style: Contemporary/modern
Lumens: Up to 3200-4800lm
Measurement: Ø 18”-24” / height 4,3”
Color temp: 3000k
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, 40-60 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Steel body with acrylic diffuser
Driver: Concealed within the fixture
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

matte white and inner wood matte white and inner wood

matte black and inner wood matte black and inner wood

5601-840RC-WH-WD-3 5601-860RC-WH-WD-3

5601-840RC-BK-WD-3 5601-860RC-BK-WD-3

5601-840RC-WH-WD-3

5601-860RC-WH-WD-3

5601-840RC-BK-WD-3

5601-860RC-BK-WD-3

4,3”

24”

4,3”

18”
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The Barcelona flush mount series consists of sleek round 
integrated LED ceiling lights available in 18 inch and 
24 inch sizes. Finished with a matte white exterior and 
a champagne gold interior, these ceiling lights are a 
perfect fit for your modern, contemporary, or rustic decor. 
Constructed of high quality steel and a premium acrylic 
diffuser, the Barcelona flush mount series is easy to install 
and sure to last.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Flush mount
Style: Contemporary/modern
Lumens: Up to 3200-4800lm
Measurement: Ø 18”-24” / height 4,3”
Color temp: 3000k
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, 40-60 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Steel body with acrylic diffuser
Driver: Concealed within the fixture
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

Ba
rc

el
on

a

BARCELONA

matte white and inner champagne gold matte white and inner champagne gold

5601-840RC-WH-GD-3000-TR 5601-860RC-WH-GD-3000-TR

4,3”

24”

4,3”

18”

5601-860RC-WH-GD-3000-TR

5601-840RC-WH-GD-3000-TR
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CHICAGO
The Chicago flush mount ceiling light features a 19” 
contemporary circular design with perfectly diffused 
light shining indirectly downward. Constructed of a 
robust aluminum frame with a premium acrylic diffuser, 
this integrated LED ceiling mount light is a perfect fit for 
your commercial office. This fixture is available in a fixed 
3000K (warm white) light and a brushed aluminum 
finish. Designed in Argentina, this flush mount ceiling 
light fixture is a perfect compliment to your modern or 
contemporary office decor.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Flush mount
Style: Contemporary/modern
Lumens: 3200lm
Measurement: Ø 19” / height 3,55”
Color temp: 3000k
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, 40 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Aluminum body with acrylic diffuser
Driver: Concealed within the fixture
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

brushed aluminum
5304-840RC-ALU-3

5304-840RC-ALU-3

19”

3,55”
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The Chicago integrated LED pendant light features a 
unique square-shaped design with perfectly diffused 
light shining indirectly downward. Constructed of a 
robust aluminum frame with a premium acrylic diffuser, 
the suspended square profile emits a soft luminance 
downward towards your space. This pendant light fixture 
is dimmable, hang height adjustable and available in 
multiple finishes: matte black and brushed aluminum. 
The canopy is finished to match the fixture. Designed 
in Argentina, this pendant light fixture is a perfect 
compliment to your modern or contemporary decor.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Pendant
Style: Contemporary/modern
Lumens: 4000lm
Measurement: Ø 24” / height 3,55”/ Wire-Cord length: 118” 
Color temp: 3000k
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, 50 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Aluminum body with acrylic diffuser 
Driver: Concealed within the fixture
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

5304-850SQP-BK-3

5304-850SQP-ALU-3

C
hi

ca
go

CHICAGO

matte black

brushed aluminum

5304-850SQP-BK-3

5304-850SQP-ALU-3

24”

3,55”

118”
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NORUEGA
The Noruega pendant series represents a modern touch 
on the classic spun metal shade dome light. Available 
in two sizes, 17” and 20”, these pendant lights feature a 
beautiful opal acrylic diffuser centered inside the dome, 
emitting perfectly warm light downward towards your 
table. Finished with either a matte black exterior and 
copper interior or a brushed gold exterior and interior, 
these are a perfect fit for your modern or contemporary 
decor. Constructed of high quality steel and a premium 
acrylic diffuser, the Noruega pendant series is sure to 
impress.

Category: Ceiling indoor-lighting / Pendant
Style: Contemporary/modern
Lumens: 3200-4000lm
Measurement: Ø 17”-20” / height 4,3”-5” / Wire-Cord length: 118” Canopy Ø 5”
Color temp: 3000k
CRI: 90
Light source: Integrated LED, 40-50 Watts
Input: 120 VAC, 50/60Hz
TRIAC Dimming: 100-10%
Rated Life: 50000 Hours
Construction: Aluminum body with acrylic diffuser
Driver: Concealed within the canopy
Safety Rating: ETL Listed
Warranty: 3 years
Location: Dry

brushed light gold brushed light gold

matte black and copper matte black and copper 

5357-840RP-BBG-3 5357-850RP-BBG-3

5357-840RP-BK-CP-3 5357-850RP-BK-CP-3

5357-840RP-BBG-3

5357-850RP-BBG-3

5357-840RP-BK-CP-3

5357-850RP-BK-CP-3

118”

4,3”

17”

118”

5”

20”
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www.purelightingus.com
info@purelightingus.com

7500 NW 25th Street, Suite 246
Miami, Fl 33122


